
ATTACHMENT ONE -- ISOJI special Report 
Subject: Community Land Trust/Land Trust  
GGV OR MCGGV – Marin City Golden Gate Village Public Housing 

CLT Community Land Trust  

The following information may impact the strategic thinking about how to implement a 
community land trust for affordable housing. 

This is information I (ISOJI) should have known; but did not put it into context, especially 
regarding for the current pursuit of the CLT that is part of the MCGGV revitalization and its 4-
point plan. 

In a conversation with Dr. Cadet, CEO, Community Development Corporation (CDC), we re-
revealed the presence of the Community Land Corporation, a ratified Land Trust under the 501-c-
3 federal codes.  It did own the land on which the shopping centers and Ridgeway apartments 
now sit.   

Currently ISOJI knows of three (possible four) land trust that operate in Marin County: 

MALT is an agricultural land trust.  CLAM is a community land trust for affordable housing.  A 
Bolinas land trust is being considered. Northbay Family Homes (Clark Blasdell) is a real estate 
land trust at Hamilton, that uses market rate housing to prop-up/subsidized affordable housing 
units – a mixture of 501-C- (3) (9), Clark can explain.  

What this means is that the CLC, once land owners (trust) of shopping center and Ridgeway 
apartment lands, to my knowledge, is an intact Land Trust 501-c-3 laying dormant, which can be 
used as an *community-based trust and applicable to GGV public housing strategies and plans. 

The implications are significant, particularly if this trust, can once again be underwritten 
(invested in) and interfaced with the public housing revitalization project – but people have to 
talk and mediate.  This means another 501-C-3 is NOT needed.  

The big problem remains HUD, who by their standards will seed or sell the MHA managed public 
housing lands/assets over to a private owner for redevelopment.   

CDC fell one-point shy of winning the redevelopment contract and being the local partner we 
need to advance an internal equity building process starting with public housing.    

The revenue and job generating possibilities cannot be calculated at this point in time; but the 
change in equity status of community along with the unification of a community art-science 
magnet school exceeds the current or incomplete vision of community equity.  

Note: MHA says public housing is now operating as a limited Trust for public housing interest 

ISOJI is saying currently leadership is faced with looming possibilities, investment opportunities, 
and most of all, a way to model social change and move the needle on the Race Counts Report.  
It truly is “Building Community From Within”    

There are some next steps in the atmosphere: 

Ricardo, ISOJI  


